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Important Terms and Conditions  

 
 
Product Disclaimer 
 
Jewelry displayed at the Ellacec Publishing website was crafted by author Theresa Banks.  Jewelry 
materials, including fishhooks, are not made from sterling silver or gold unless mentioned in the product’s 
description. Jewelry photographs were taken in natural light.  Certain color variations or slight 
imperfections may exist when an item reaches the customer, and once received should not be considered 
a product flaw.  Ellacec Publishing and Theresa Banks are not responsible for any discomfort or allergic 
reactions from the jewelry purchased by the customer and used themselves or gifted to someone else.  
 
 
Choking Hazard 
 
Theresa Banks may use small beads and parts in creating jewelry sold at the Ellacec Publishing website.  
Designs can contain small component parts which may present a choking hazard or bodily harm if ingested.  
All jewelry sold from the website is intended for adult use only and should be kept out of the reach of 
children.  The customer that purchases jewelry from the Ellacec Publishing website agrees that the use is 
entirely at their own risk and without warranty.  By purchasing jewelry from our website, the customer 
acknowledges the choking risk and potential for bodily harm and accepts responsibility for any type of 
liability that may occur from its use. 
 
 
Limitation of Liability for Books, T-Shirts and Jewelry Sold 
 
Ellacec Publishing and Theresa Banks make no representations or warranties, either expressed or implied, 
of any kind with respect to every product sold on the Ellacec Publishing website except those expressly 
stated within this “Important Terms and Conditions” document.  By purchasing books, t-shirts and jewelry 
at the Ellacec Publishing website, the customer agrees that the sole and exclusive maximum liability to 
Ellacec Publishing, Theresa Banks and her estate arising from any product (including books, t-shirts and 
jewelry) sold at the Ellacec Publishing website shall be limited to the exact item price (excluding shipping 
costs and taxes) of the specific product ordered.  In no event shall Ellacec Publishing and Theresa Banks 
be liable for special, indirect, consequential, punitive, or damages of any kind whatsoever that are related 
to a product sold that was purchased by the customer.  The customer accepts responsibility for damages 
that may ensue from their purchase and upon submission of payment is indicating they have read these 
important terms and conditions, agree to them, and release Ellacec Publishing, Theresa Banks and her 
estate from any liability associated with their use.       
 
 
 



Limitation of Liability for Website Use 
 
Ellacec Publishing does not guarantee that the use of its website will run free of errors or interruptions, or 
that the website will be free of viruses or any harmful elements.  Although our company does its best to 
ensure the website is updated routinely, we cannot guarantee the accuracy of information on the Ellacec 
Publishing website.  Ellacec Publishing and Theresa Banks shall not be liable to any person or entity for any 
direct or indirect loss that results in the use of our website, including hard drive and computer damage.  
External links may occasionally appear on our website.  Ellacec Publishing and Theresa Banks cannot be 
held responsible for any third-party links and content affiliated with it.  Anyone visiting and referencing 
information from the Ellacec Publishing website accepts all damages that may ensue from its use and 
release Ellacec Publishing, Theresa Banks and her estate from any liability associated with their use.  
 
 
Return Policy 
 
Ellacec Publishing will not issue a refund for autographed books and t-shirts. 
 
Ellacec Publishing will issue a refund on unopened jewelry that is returned within 14 days (including 
weekdays and weekends), and the customer is responsible for return shipping costs.  Jewelry returned 
within these set parameters should be sent to:  Ellacec Publishing, PO Box 1264, Matteson, IL., 60443.  
Jewelry refunds will not be issued if the customer does not pay for return shipping, the item arrives 
opened, or if jewelry is returned after 14 days.   
 
A customer can contact Ellacec Publishing at EllacecPublishing@gmail.com with questions or concerns. 
 
 

 
 

THANKS for your support!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


